DID YOU KNOW?
Golf is practically the only sport where playing the LEAST is a good thing. A low score is the goal of every golfer but the
term "low score" is relative throughout the history of the game. For example, the lowest round ever recorded on the
PGA Tour was a 58 shot by Jim Furyk in the 2016 Travelers Championship. Talk about low! But did you know... the
winning golfer at the first Open Championship won the (then) two-day tournament with scores of 88 and 91?

GOLFER SPOTLIGHT
This week's Golfer Spotlight is on Bo Montgomery. Let's
get to know Bo... because Bo knows low scores!
Q: What is your favorite show right now?
A: Big Bang Theory
Q: What is your favorite guilty pleasure snack?
A: Fruit Loops
Q: What was your first job ever?
A: Buss Boy
Q: What is your favorite club in your bag?
A: Pitching Wedge
Q: Most influential person in your life?
A: My Mother
Q: Vacation time - beach house or cabin in the woods?
A: Cabin in the woods
Q: Table for two, you can invite anyone, with whom are
you dining?
A: Michael Jordan
Q: Favorite Tour player?
A: Jordan Spieth
Q: Lowest score ever?
A: 69

SGL TIP OF THE WEEK
USGA Quiz Question:
Which is incorrect regarding improving conditions affecting a player's play?
A. In a penalty area, the player may improve the area of their intended swing in fairly taking their stance in the least
intrusive way.
B - In the general area, the player may improve the lie of their ball by pressing down a replaced divot.
C. Within the teeing area, the player may break a branch of a bush growing in the teeing area to prevent it from
interfering with their back swing.
Scroll down to see the correct answer...

VERRADO VICTORY RECAP - 5.14.2022
A full field of 44 golfers evaded road closures and detours to make it to Verrado Victory last Saturday. It was so quiet,
minus the occasional bird chirp and distant earth mover, you could hear a pin drop.
Bo Montgomery was en fuego in his round posting the lowest gross score of 69 (a personal record) and with a 66 net,
easily took Flight #1 - outstanding round Bo! Dave Dean wielded Excalibur and posted a 68 net to take Flight #2 - very
nice! Val Lechuga decided it was his day and posted a 64 net to swipe Flight #3 - get outta town! Richard Carroll posted a
76 net and eked out a victory in Flight #4 - awesome! And congrats to newcomer Meg Plummer for taking the Callaway
flight with a 75 net. Congrats to all the flight winners!
Six deuces were claimed by Richard Gramolini, Elmer Schmidt, Jim Bieleniewicz, Bradley Walker, Joe Galli and Tom
Hegna. Nice job guys!
Lee Steelgrave has found his groove on the greens and needed only 27 putts to complete his round, pocketing $35. Nice
job Lee!
The CTP markers were claimed by Bo Montgomery, Gary Swanner, Jim Bieleniewicz and Bradley Walker... each worth
$38 a piece. Outstanding!
Top money winner was Bo Montgomery with $121 - sweet as sugar!
Congrats to all winners at Verrado Victory!

USGA QUIZ ANSWER
The correct answer: (the incorrect answer)
B - In the general area, the player may improve the lie of their ball by pressing down a replaced divot.
Rule 8.1a(3)

NEXT ON THE TEE
You will want to keep an eye on the planes overhead this Saturday... you never know what interesting flyer you might
see while playing at Longbow Golf Club as we play Round #3 of the TA Cup Playoffs. This event is a SHOTGUN start at
7:30am with a cost of $88 plus side games.
Base Tees
Male Tee:

White

Female Tee: Red

67.1 / 118
69.4 / 121

CTP's: #3, #7, #11, and #16

5738 yards
5148 yards

Par 71
Par 71

Hole In One Pool: $275

Reminder: Signups and cancelations must be done before Wednesday at 11:59pm by email or text.
A Look Ahead:
5/28 Los Caballeros, Final Rd.
6/4 Southern Dunes
6/11 WeKoPa Cholla

PLAYOFF STANDINGS
Flight #1
Jim Bieleiewicz, 142
Bo Montgomery, 117
Dan Gallegos, 112
Flight #2
Dave Dean, 137
Adam Dizes, 80
Chris Kabat, 68
Flight #3
June Vutrano, 135
Mike Marsolek, 86
Kyle Voda, 71
Flight #4
Gareth Broudy, 69
Kevin Hudspeth, 69
Richard Carroll, 66

Full Official Standings

